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韓国の輸出強小企業の成功DNA
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 The Maeil Business Newspaper in Korea attributed robust German economy againstࠉ

recent global financial crisis to some 360 thousand "small exporting firms", following 

which it analyzed factors of success of those in Korea, which account for more than 70% 

of sales from export. This analysis can assuredly be a help to companies to survive, so I'd 

like to briefly introduce it here.

Aim for foreign market from the start ڼ

 ,Met-biomed, a company producing medical materials such as sutures and fillerࠉ

abandoned Korean market that occupied only 3% of the world trades from the start and 

concentrated on foreign market. As a result, it has sales of 33.7 billion won in 2003, 

around 95% of which is from abroad.

 Aim for big market from the start ڼ

 ,AP Satellite Communications, which manufactures a device of a satellite mobile phoneࠉ

swiftly grasped and met the needs in the market exclusively dominated by giant global 

companies and thereby successfully caught up with them, taking only three years from its 

establishment. 

 Find local talent instead of sending employees abroad for marketing ڼ

 ,Raycop Korea, which specializes in an ultraviolet cleaning machine for bedclothesࠉ

was faced with stagnant sales after expanding into Japan in 2009. It renewed its strategy 

and reconsidered the characteristics of Japanese consumers, employing local specialists 

who were familiar with Japanese culture and custom, consequently increasing its sales 

dramatically. 

 Nip tech or patent disputes in the bud ڼ

 Seoul Semiconductor, a company specializing in LED, once fell into its life crisis whenࠉ

sued for the patent infringement by Nichia Corporation, Japan. It could settle the dispute 

amicably, however, by utilizing some 11.5 thousand LED-related patent rights.
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